EFT Workshops

INFO: The Level 1 and 2 workshop dates have
been moved one week ahead, see below.

[ Updated on the 18th of October 2018 ]

Soon: Likely to be in December 2018

An introduction to the
Fundamentals of Counselling
Widely useful skills
for any type of counselling,
coaching or just nurturing
(such as with EFT or even “over coffee”),
including some useful nurturing tools.

Level 1

Next: The Level 1 EFT workshop will NOW be held on

The introductory EFT Workshop
Includes the EFT basics & full tapping technique

Level 2

Sunday, the 4th of NOVEMBER and is likely to be
at the State Library of WA (to be confirmed)
from 10 am to around 4:25 pm.

Next: The two‐day Level 2 EFT workshop will NOW be on

The foundational EFT Workshop

Saturday & Sunday, the 17th and 18th of NOVEMBER.

Explores the foundational EFT techniques, skills & strategies
Note: Levels 1 and 2 are also suitable for those who only want to self‐apply EFT personally.
ALL the advanced EFT workshops are built on and depend on Level 1 and Level 2 skills.
The next Level 3 workshop may start in

November

Level 3

The advanced EFT Workshop

The Level 2 next step: After attending
the normal two‐day Level 2 Workshop,
you can then re‐do the same workshop
at a low cost and (when you feel ready
for it) you can attend the same Level 2
workshop but just in one‐day. It’s the
same workshop but you’ll discover things
more deeply and faster and learn more.
It’s worth it!

An Advanced practitioner workshop
for Advanced EFT Practitioners and EFT enthusiasts
Note: A three‐day workshop
(Training by Peter Graham, certified EFT Master)
NOTE : An extensive EFT practitioner certification program is also available in Australia for both Level 2 and Level 3 for those who seriously
plan to also become certified as Accredited EFT Practitioners. Contact certified EFT Trainer Peter Graham for more information.
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